Abstract. -We propose a description of the sin (2ϕ) current-phase relation in SFS junction at the 0-π cross-over [1] based on a perturbative expansion in the tunnel amplitudes connecting the ferromagnet (F) and the superconductors (S). We suppose strong decoherence in the ferromagnet. The Fano factor is close to 2 for the 0 and π junctions and close to 4 at the 0-π cross-over except at a special value of the phase difference where the supercurrent vanishes. In the diffusive case we use an analogy with the non local conductance of a diffusive superconductor and establish the relation ∆k (4e) = 2∆k (2e) , where ∆k (4e) (∆k (2e) ) is the center of mass momentum of a 4e (2e) object, from what we deduce that the FSF junction at the 0-π cross-over is a 0-junction. We also compare our model to experiments.
Introduction. -When Cooper pairs from a superconductor (S) penetrate a ferromagnet (F) at a SF interface the spin-up electron decreases its spin energy because of Zeeman splitting whereas the spin-down electron increases its spin energy. As a consequence the spin-up electron accelerates and the spin-down electron decelerates so that Cooper pairs acquire a finite center of mass momentum ∆k (2e) . This induces spatial oscillations of the pair amplitude in the ferromagnet. If the length R of the ferromagnet is well chosen the Josephson relation of a SFS junction can be inverted, giving rise to a π-junction [2] . The oscillations of the transition temperature of FS superlattices [3] as a function of the thickness of the ferromagnet are another consequence of the π-coupling.
FSF π-junction have been probed recently in experiments in which the ferromagnet is a magnetic alloy with a sufficiently small exchange field [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] so that the period of the spatial oscillations of the pair amplitude is large enough. In the following we discuss a recent experiment [1] in which half-integer Shapiro steps were observed in a Nb/CuNi/Nb junction at the 0-π cross-over, indicating a sin (2ϕ) current-phase relation. For highly transparent interfaces and with a large coherence length l ϕ in the ferromagnet the current-phase relation is related to the spectrum of Andreev bound states as a function of the superconducting phase difference between the two superconductors [9, 10] . The exchange field in the ferromagnet generates a a b S F S β α Zeeman splitting of the spectrum of Andreev bound states, providing an explanation to the sin (2ϕ) harmonics at the 0-π cross-over in the regime l ϕ ≫ R [1] .
Andreev bound states can be very much broadened if l ϕ is smaller than R, which is the case in experiments using CuNi because of the strong decoherence in the magnetic alloy [1] . We show in the following that the sin (2ϕ) current-phase relation can then be described perturbatively in the strength of the tunnel amplitude t connecting the ferromagnet and the superconductors. The small parameter in perturbation theory is t 4 /t 4 0 exp (−2R/l ϕ ), where t 0 is the hopping amplitude in the bulk ferromagnet or superconductor. Perturbation theory for the supercurrent is valid even for highly transparent interfaces with t = t 0 , on the condition R > l ϕ . The sin (2ϕ) harmonics corresponds to a coherent transfer of two Cooper pairs between the two superconductors. The 4e object acquires a finite momentum ∆k (4e) in the ferromagnet. We show that ∆k (4e) = 2∆k (2e) in the diffusive as well as ballistic cases.
The models.
-We consider a model in which a ferromagnet is connected to two 3D superconductors (see Fig. 1 ). We noteĝ α,α =ĝ β,β the local Green's functions in the superconductor (see for instance [11, 12] 
where t S the bulk hopping amplitude. As far as the ferromagnet is concerned we use two different models that behave in a similar manner. First in analytical calculations we use the advanced Green's function of a bulk 3D ferromagnet
where l ϕ is the phase coherence length. A similar expression is obtained for g 
with R the length of the ferromagnet and η is a phenomenological parameter having the dimension of an energy related to decoherence in the ferromagnet. The coherence time is defined by τ ϕ =h/η and the coherence length is defined by l ϕ =hv F /η. The Nambu representation of the tunnel amplitudes is given bŷ
and similar equations are obtained fort b,β andt β,b .
Supercurrent. -The supercurrent is given by
where the trace corresponds to a summation over the "11" and "22" matrix elements in the Nambu representation as well as a summation over the two spin orientations (formally equivalent to summing over the "33" and "44" components in the spin ⊗ Nambu representation [13] ). Eq. (5) can be derived from Keldysh formalism [11, 14] by noting that in equilibrium the Keldysh Green's function takes the simple formĜ
Green's functionsĜ i,j are determined through the Dyson equationĜ =ĝ +ĝ ⊗Σ ⊗Ĝ, wherê Σ is the self energy corresponding to the bonds t a,α and t b,β and ⊗ denotes a summation over the sites α, a, b, β and a convolution over the time arguments that becomes a simple product once the Dyson equation is Fourier transformed to the energy variable ω.
Perturbative expansion (ballistic limit). -The Green's functions appearing in Eq. (5) can be expanded in powers of t n cos (n∆kR) , where the small parameter is
We find I Let us denote by R 0 = π/(2∆k) the value of R at which the first harmonics vanishes. RdI 
where the geometrical prefactors depends on the ballistic versus diffusive nature of the ferromagnet. As a rough estimate we neglect the geometrical factor and suppose α 1 = α 2 = 1. This leads to l ϕ = 3.8 nm, compatible with Refs. [1, 8] .
On the other hand the ratio
gives information about the total number of independent conduction channels N ch in the junction. Assuming α 1 = α 2 = 1 we find N ch ≃ 5 × 10 8 , compatible with the surface of the junction S = 10 4 (µm) 2 [1, 8] . There are two perturbative series: one in the harmonics of the supercurrent and the other in local multiple Andreev reflections. The coefficients α n describing the dressing by n t 4m , where we supposed t a = t b = t. The coefficients λ (m) n involving only local processes are independent on R. The supercurrent through a single channel short SFS junction is of order ∆e/h for highly transparent interfaces so that the coefficients α n are of order unity for highly transparent interfaces, and exactly equal to unity for tunnel interfaces. Assuming α n = 1 (meaning tunnel interfaces) we can sum the infinite series in I S (ϕ). We use the relation
leading to
with F (θ) = xe iθ / √ 1 + 4xe iθ .
Noise. -The noise integrated over energy is defined as S(ϕ) =h dωK(ω) where the noise kernel K(ω) is the Fourier transform of K(τ, τ ′ ) in Ref. [15] . We find the expansion
, where we verified explicitely the cases n = 1, 2. The summation of all harmonics in the tunnel limit leads to the Fano factor
We have shown on Fig. 2 the current-phase relation deduced from Eq. (10) for R slightly above or below R 0 . At the 0-π cross-over the amplitude of the first harmonics almost vanishes and the current-phase relation is dominated by the second harmonics. The Fano factor is close to 2 for the 0 and π junctions, and close to 4 at the cross-over, as expected from the fact that the sin (nϕ) harmonics corresponds to a coherent transport of a charge-2ne object. At the 0-π cross-over I S (ϕ) vanishes at ϕ = 0, π and at 0 < ϕ 1 < π. The noise vanishes at ϕ = 0, π and at 0 < ϕ 2 < π. ϕ 1 is different from ϕ 2 so that for ϕ = ϕ 1 there is no supercurrent but a finite noise. F (ϕ) is thus singular at ϕ = ϕ 1 . This singularity is just a consequence of the fact that the supercurrent and noise are given by two different series, which do not vanish for the same value of ϕ, except at ϕ = 0 and ϕ = π.
Perturbative expansion (diffusive limit). -Let us now describe the effect of disorder. The average Green's function decays like g [16] where g 1,1,A a,b (R) is given by Eq. (2). The mean free path l d due to elastic scattering on impurities is supposed to be much smaller than the coherence length l ϕ . The calculation of the diffusion probability
with a 0 the lattice spacing, is formally analogous to the calculation of the subgap conductance of a disordered superconductor at lowest order in the tunnel amplitudes [17, 18] , except for different phase factors. Following Ref. [17] we obtain
with D = v F l d /3 the diffusion constant, and with
Eq. (14) is valid in the diffusive limit l d ≪ l ϕ but 1/∆k can be larger or smaller than l ϕ . The supercurrent to order t 
We deduce from Eq. (14) the following expressions of ∆k (2e) and ξ (2e) :
In the case of small decoherence (l ϕ ∆k ≫ 1) we obtain ξ (2e) = 1/∆k (2e) = 2l d /3∆k equal to ξ h = hD/h ex . In this case the damping of the charge-2e supercurrent occurs on the same length scale as the spatial oscillations. In the other limit of strong decoherence (l ϕ ∆k ≪ 1), ξ (2e) is proportional to hD/η and we have ∆k
col ∆k, where N (2e) col = l ϕ /l d is the number of collisions on disorder during a time τ ϕ . This form of ∆k (2e) is expected from a scaling argument in which the direction of ∆k is randomized at each collision on an impurity. We find R 0 /ξ (2e) = 2π/(l ϕ ∆k) ≫ 1, where R 0 is such that ∆k (2e) R 0 = π/2. This means that the hypothesis of strong decoherence is well verified in the diffusive case.
The current to order t b is proportional to cos (∆k (4e) R), where ∆k (4e) is the center of mass momentum of a 4e object. The evaluation of ∆k (4e) involves an average over disorder of four Green's functions of the type with col so that ∆k (4e) = 2∆k (2e) . This relation relating the center of mass momentum of a 4e object to the center of mass momentum of a 2e object is valid both in the ballistic and diffusive cases. As a consequence the current-phase relation of the SFS junction at the 0-π cross-over is proportional to sin (2ϕ), constituting a 0-junction.
Numerical simulations. -We consider now the model with open boundary conditions defined by Eq. (3) and calculate numerically the current-phase relation in a single channel geometry for arbitrary values of η. For small values of η multiple Andreev reflections generate well-defined Andreev bound states. We used the simulations to fit the variation of the critical current with the length R of the ferromagnet. Within this procedure there exits a large uncertainty on the value of η. This is why we use another procedure in which we fit I S (R) and fit simultaneously the amplitude of the sin (2ϕ) harmonics at the 0-π cross-over, which leads to a much lower uncertainty on η. The variation of the amplitude of the sin (nϕ) harmonics as a function of R is shown on Fig. 3 for n = 1, . .., 4 and η = 300 K (the value corresponding to the best fit to experiments) and η = 180 K (an artificially low value). We use ∆ = 17.6 K for Nb, ǫ F = 5 × 10 4 K (supposed to be identical in the superconductor and in the ferromagnet), h ex = 85 K estimated from Ref. [1, 8] , t a = t b = ǫ F (the interfaces are highly transparent). We find η = 300 K, leading to τ ϕ = 2 × 10 −14 sec for CuNi. By comparison τ ϕ ≃ 2 ÷ 20 ns, five orders of magnitude larger, was extracted from the magnetoresitance of silver [19] , a non ferromagnetic metal.
Conclusion. -To conclude we have provided a perturbative model to the sin (2ϕ) currentphase relation in FSF junctions at the 0-π cross-over. The interface transparency t is renormalized by the propagator in the ferromagnet, that is a small quantity if the length R of the ferromagnet is larger than the coherence length l ϕ . The sin (nϕ) harmonics appearing at order t 4n corresponds to a coherent transfer of n Cooper pairs from one superconductor to the other. The Fano factor at the 0-π cross-over is close to 4 but diverges for the value of the phase difference at which the supercurrent vanishes. This is due to the fact that there exists a value of the phase difference such that the supercurrent vanishes but the noise is finite. We investigated the effect of disorder in the ferromagnet within perturbation theory in the tunnel amplitudes. We found ∆k (4e) = 2∆k (2e) in the diffusive and ballistic cases, where ∆k (2e) and ∆k (4e) are the center of mass momentum of a 2e and 4e object. As a consequence the FSF junction at the 0-π cross-over is a 0-junction. Finally we illustrated the cross-over from the perturbative to non perturbative behaviors as τ ϕ increases and extracted the value τ ϕ = 2 × 10 −14 sec from the fit of the sin ϕ and sin (2ϕ) harmonics. Going back to experiments it would be interesting to determine the sign of the sin (2ϕ) harmonics by means of SQUID devices [1, 5, 7] . Noise experiments could also provide useful informations. * * *
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